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Abstract: Previous studies suggest the importance of medial temporal lobe, areas of parietal cortex,
and retrosplenial cortex in human spatial navigation, though the exact role of these structures in representing the relations of elements within a spatial layout (‘‘allocentric’’ representation) remains unresolved. Hippocampal involvement, in particular, during memory processing is affected by whether a
previously formed representation is employed in a novel fashion (‘‘flexible’’ usage) or in a manner
comparable with how it was encoded originally (‘‘rigid’’ usage). To address whether brain systems are
differentially involved during flexible vs. rigid utilization of a pre-existing allocentric representation,
subjects encoded the position of six different target buildings relative to a centrally located landmark
building in a virtual city seen from an aerial view. They then actively searched for the locations of
these target buildings using the landmark (rigid retrieval) or using a previously shown target building
in a novel fashion (flexible retrieval) while undergoing fMRI. Activations in posterior superior parietal
cortex and precuneus were greater during more rigid than flexible forms of allocentric retrieval while
activation in the hippocampus decreased linearly over blocks during flexible allocentric retrieval. A
functional connectivity analysis further revealed significant interactions between hippocampus and
these parietal areas during flexible compared with rigid allocentric retrieval. These results extend previous models of the neural basis of spatial navigation by suggesting that while the posterior superior
parietal cortex/precuneus play an important role in allocentric representation, the hippocampus, and
interactions between hippocampus and these parietal areas, are important for flexible utilization of
these representations. Hum Brain Mapp 34:1070–1087, 2013. VC 2012 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
Key words: hippocampus; parahippocampus; retrosplenial; posterior superior parietal cortex; spatial
navigation; spatial memory; partial learning paradigm
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Navigation is a central component of our daily lives and
the ability to locate ourselves in space is important to our
survival. Navigation, particularly successful way-finding,
has been hypothesized to rely in part on ‘‘cognitive
maps,’’ which refer to spatial representations referenced to
external coordinate systems. Repeated trajectories through
an environment allow us to build up a representation independent of our heading that becomes referenced to
external landmarks (‘‘allocentric’’) rather than our body
position (‘‘egocentric’’), thus providing one means of forming a cognitive map [Klatzky, 1998; O’Keefe and Nadel,
1978; Sholl, 1987; Tolman, 1948]. An example of this would
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be remembering the location of a restaurant you enjoy
based on the fact that it is located 1/3 of the way between
a street corner and a supermarket you frequent. Another
means of extracting the relations between landmarks in a
spatial layout is by viewing or learning their interrelations
from an aerial perspective or cartographic map [Siegel and
White, 1975; Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth, 1982; Moeser,
1988; Taylor and Tversky, 1992]. The processes of building
allocentric representations has been suggested to depend
on brain regions such as the hippocampus [Brown et al.,
2010; Goodrich-Hunsaker and Hopkins, 2010; GoodrichHunsaker et al., 2010; Hartley et al., 2003; Igloi et al., 2010;
Maguire et al., 1998b; O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978; Parslow
et al., 2004, 2005; Suthana et al., 2009], retrosplenial/superior posterior parietal cortex [Burgess et al., 2002; Epstein,
2008; Rosenbaum et al., 2004; Shelton and Gabrieli, 2002;
Shelton and Pippitt, 2007; Wolbers and Buchel, 2005], parahippocampal cortex [Committeri et al., 2004; Galati et al.,
2010; Jordan et al., 2004; Maguire et al., 1998a; Shipman
and Astur, 2008], and precuneus [Committeri et al., 2004;
Galati et al., 2010]. These previous studies have employed
environments with which subjects have had varying
degrees of familiarity (e.g., a well-learned environment vs.
a novel environment) and have utilized different degrees
of first-person vs. map-based learning (e.g., subjects
directly navigating or subjects viewing layouts from an
aerial perspective and/or attempting to draw maps), all of
which could potentially influence the relevant brain
regions involved reported. Thus, the extent to which firstperson vs. aerial perspectives and familiar vs. novel spatial
environments influence regional brain involvement in allocentric representation remains an open question.
Previous fMRI studies demonstrating the involvement of
retrosplenial and superior posterior parietal cortex in allocentric coding often, explicitly or implicitly, involved some
degree of reliance on cartographic maps. Wolbers and
Buchel [2005] had subjects view videos of navigation
through a virtual environment and then draw aerial maps
of the environment following their fMRI session, providing
a putative measure of the geometric relation of landmarks
to each other (‘‘survey knowledge’’). Following each
encoding session, subjects also indicated the relative location of a building that appeared next to a landmark (right,
left, or behind). Retrosplenial activation correlated with
improvements in performance across sessions, leading the
authors to infer a greater involvement of retrosplenial cortex in map representation compared with hippocampus. In
a similar vein, Rosenbaum et al [2004] looked at relative
and absolute distance judgments (as well as other measures) of experienced Toronto navigators. Participants, who
had extensive experience navigating Toronto (and likely
viewed maps at some points as part of learning the city)
showed significant retrosplenial and parahippocampal
activation, but no hippocampal activation, during all three
types of judgment tasks relative to a perceptual baseline
task [see also Epstein and Higgins, 2007; Epstein et al.,
2007; Shelton and Pippitt, 2007]. These findings argue for
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the importance of cortical rather than direct hippocampal
involvement in allocentric representation.
In contrast, several fMRI studies involving free navigation of a spatial environment provided evidence for hippocampal and parahippocampal involvement in forming ‘‘onthe-fly’’ spatial representations of the environment. In a
study by Hartley et al. [2003], subjects freely navigated in a
virtual environment and then explored the environment
again while undergoing fMRI. When subjects employed
novel paths to get around obstacles, path accuracy within
and between subjects was associated with greater hippocampal activation. Similarly, when subjects used a spatial
strategy (remembering the locations of landmarks in a virtual maze), Iaria et al [2003] found greater hippocampal
activation compared with randomly searching for objects
placed around the maze [see also: Aguirre et al., 1996; Parslow et al., 2004; Shipman and Astur, 2008; Suthana et al.,
2009; Brown et al., 2010]. Similar results have also been
obtained for ‘‘free’’ mental navigation of recently learned
spatial environments, although the inferences of these studies are necessarily limited by the fact that it is impossible to
precisely monitor subjects’ actual movements during imagination [Ghaem et al., 1997; Mellet et al., 2000]. As a whole,
the inference from these studies is that subjects with better
topographical representations formed ‘‘on-the-fly’’ during
free navigation utilized their hippocampus to a greater
degree [see also Voss et al., 2010].
Consistent with the idea that map-learning and free navigation possibly induce different types of representations,
previous cognitive work suggests differences between information learned from route-based navigation vs. learning
and retrieving information from maps. Evans and Pezdek
[1980], in a finding subsequently replicated in several studies, found that recalling the positions of elements within
both familiar maps (United states) and maps of recently
learned layouts (an unfamiliar campus) showed a strong
degree of dependence on the original learned perspective,
such as north vs. south orientation [Evans and Pezdek,
1980; Levine et al., 1984; Presson et al., 1989; Richardson
et al., 1999; Shelton and McNamara, 2004]. In contrast,
recalling information following free navigation showed less
perspective dependence [McNamara et al., 2003; Sholl,
1987]. These findings argue for the idea that map-learning
may result in view-dependent representations that are comparatively inflexible to manipulation in contrast to route
learning. Together, these studies suggests that map-learning and route learning could have differential effects on
how we structure our spatial representations [Thorndyke
and Hayes-Roth, 1982].
Because the degree of map-learning and route learning
may differentially affect spatial representations, this could,
in turn, possibly affect neural representations of spatial
layouts [Shelton and Gabrieli, 2002; Shelton and Pippitt,
2007]. In attempt to better understand how map-learning
vs. free (first-person) navigation affect neural representations, we wished to study the converse situation of what
has often been studied previously [Rosenbaum et al., 2004;
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Wolbers and Buchel, 2005]: how people navigate a spatial
environment following learning a spatial layout using aerialview snap-shots. We reasoned that this manipulation could
potentially provide insight into how subjects utilize a novel
representation formed during simulated map-learning
(learning from an aerial perspective) when they subsequently utilize these representations ‘‘on-the-fly’’ during
free navigation. We did this by having subjects first study
aerial views of the spatial relations between buildings
(‘‘stores’’) arranged around a centrally placed landmark
building (‘‘the landmark’’). We then employed fMRI to
study neural activity while they freely searched for these
stores during two critical searching conditions. A rigid retrieval condition involved finding the hidden target store
by referencing to its position relative to the landmark
learned previously from the aerial viewpoint. Thus, other
than having to transfer knowledge from the aerial to firstperson viewpoint, this condition closely matched how they
had learned it from the previous aerial view. A flexible retrieval condition also involved finding the hidden target
store but referenced to the location of a previously learned
store rather than the landmark. In this condition, subjects
utilized their pre-existing spatial representation in a novel
fashion, because, in addition to transferring their knowledge from the aerial to first-person viewpoint, they had to
extrapolate between different encoding trials to derive the
location of one store relative to the other. We additionally
conducted two control conditions and a baseline task,
which we describe in more detail in the methods. We analyzed concurrently acquired fMRI data to determine brain
regions active during flexible vs. rigid allocentric retrieval
and additionally employed a functional connectivity to
assess interactions between relevant brain regions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants
Seventeen subjects (seven male, ten female) were
recruited from the general population in Davis, CA area.
Subjects were free of significant neurological deficits and
had no history of psychiatric disorders. All were righthanded and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and
gave written informed consent to participate in the study,
which was approved by the institutional review board at
the University of California, Davis. One of the subjects
was excluded in the further data analysis because of
excess head movement; another subject was excluded due
to technical issues with the scanner. The final data set was
comprised of fifteen subjects.

Experimental Stimuli
We used Panda3D software (Entertainment Technology
Center, Carnegie Mellon University) to present a virtual
environment consisting of a set of rectangular stores (3.8 
2.6  2.3 virtual units, length  wide  height), a circular
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wall (40 virtual units in radius and 5 virtual units in height),
sky, and clouds. A landmark store was located at the center
of the circle; the four sides of the landmark were different
colors (black, blue, pink, and green) and could easily be distinguished from both the aerial view and first-person navigation (see Fig. 1A–C). Surrounding the landmark were six
stores, which were arranged irregularly on an invisible concentric circle (30 virtual units in radius). The entire layout
was contained within the circular wall (see Fig. 1C).
The locations of the stores on the invisible circle relative
to the landmark store were the same every trial; however,
a seventh store, used as part of our control condition,
appeared in a random location every encoding trial and
therefore was not possible to represent relative to the landmark. The rules regarding the position of the randomly
located store were that (a) its location was randomized
each trial that it appeared in the scene during both the
encoding and retrieval session (b) its position never overlapped with the position of other stores. Subjects learned
the positions of stores relative to the central landmark
from an aerial view 78 virtual units above the center of the
virtual city (Fig. 1A). We employed a partial learning paradigm in which subjects viewed a set of configurations one
by one, comprised of a store seen in conjunction with the
centrally located landmark and a randomly located store
(see Fig. 1A). There were six configurations in each encoding block with one configuration for each store. There
were six encoding blocks in total; the order of configurations within each encoding block was randomized and
each configuration appeared for 6 s.

Retrieval During Active Navigation
After encoding, we tested knowledge of the spatial layout
of the virtual city by having subjects drive to the locations
of the stores they had just encoded while they underwent
functional imaging. For each trial, the target store was rendered invisible such that they had to reference to external
landmarks to find its location. Subjects drove to the target
store in four randomly interspersed conditions.
The two primary conditions of interest were the landmark condition and store-reference conditions (Fig. 2B).
The landmark condition was designed to replicate, as
closely as possible, the conditions under which subjects
had encoded this information from the aerial perspective.
At the beginning of each trial, subjects were positioned to
face the landmark and then navigated to a hidden target
store using the landmark. The target store was hidden
until subjects were 14 virtual units from it; when they
were within this distance from the target store, it appeared
on the screen and subjects drove directly to it. In the storereference condition, at the beginning of each trial, subjects
were positioned to face one of the six stores (see Figs. 1C
and 2B). Subjects then navigated to the hidden target store
using the other store as a reference (the target store was
again invisible until subjects were within 14 virtual units of
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Figure 1.
Experimental design. A: Example layouts subjects experienced baseline task, which involved following arrows with the joystick.
during encoding. The red-box indicates the landmark, the blue C: Schematic of the layout of the city from an aerial view. The
box indicates the randomly located store used as part of one of store at the center of the circle was the landmark. The locations
the control conditions, and the yellow box indicates the store of stores on the dashed line were fixed relative to the landmark.
subjects were encoding on that trial. B: An example of a re- Zoomed inset shows actual view of the landmark from an aerial
trieval trial in the landmark condition. Subjects navigated to the view experienced by subjects. [Color figure can be viewed in
hidden target stores using the landmark; navigation occurred the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
from a first-person perspective. Subjects then performed the
its location). Subjects had not previously experienced these
two stores in the same encoding configuration and had to
extract the location of the hidden target store from knowledge of the different encoding configurations (see Fig. 2A,B
for a schematic comparison of the two conditions).
In the randomly located store control condition, which
involved finding the seventh randomly placed store they
had seen during encoding trials, subjects searched as best
as they could for the randomly located hidden target. This
condition was designed to control for the use of an allocentric representation because in this condition, subjects navigated randomly and could not reference to other stores to
find the target store. This condition, however, still required
continuous updating of one’s bearing to avoid searching in
the same locations they had previously visited.
In a second control condition, the visible target condition, subjects navigated directly to the target store while it
was continuously visible to subject; this condition was
designed to control for the presence of visually salient
objects in our task.
Finally, in a baseline task, subjects moved the joystick
following the direction of an arrow shown on the screen
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(Fig. 1B) for 10 s while movement remained stopped; the
arrow pointed randomly either left, right, up, and down
[Ekstrom et al., 2009; Stark and Squire, 2001]. The baseline
task was designed to control for movement unrelated to
active navigation.

General Procedure
We first placed subjects in a ‘‘mock’’ scanner to accustom them to virtual navigation in the MRI environment.
They performed 20 min of practice driving in an unrelated
virtual environment. Subjects then viewed three-dimensional images of all stores they would subsequently view
on a gray background to familiarize them with store
names and images. Each store appeared for eight seconds
and subjects read the name of the store outloud to make
sure they could distinguish between the different stores.
Subjects then began the encoding session. After encoding,
subjects were placed in the scanner for the retrieval task.
Subjects started each trial in a random position in the
virtual city. This was done to avoid alignment in facing
direction between learning and test phases, which might
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Figure 2.
Example subject paths and schematic of store-reference and landmark vs. store-reference conditions. As an example, in the
landmark conditions. A: Examples of paths taken in each condi- landmark condition, subjects navigated to 1st Bank using the
tion of one representative subject. The colored squares were landmark. In contrast, in the store-reference condition, subjects
the positions of each store on the invisible circle (dashed line in needed to use Toy Store as a reference to find the 1st Bank.
Fig. 1c.) while the colored lines were routes the subject Thus, in the store reference conditions, subjects inferred the
employed to find the target store. VT, the visible target condi- position of Toy Store based on their knowledge of its location
tion (control condition); L, the landmark condition; SR, the relative to 1st Bank on the circle (dashed white line). [Color figstore-reference condition; RLT, the randomly located target ure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
store condition (control condition). B: Schematic illustrating the wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

inadvertently serve as an implicit egocentric retrieval cue
[McNamara et al., 2003]. We determined the subjects starting position on each trial according to the following criteria: (1) the location was randomly generated for each trial,
(2) the initial position was at least six virtual units from all
the stores in the scene, (3) the initial position was a minimum of 15 virtual units from the target store, (4) subjects
always faced the landmark at the beginning of the trial in
the landmark and two control conditions and faced the
reference-store in the store-reference condition. While
searching for the target store, subjects were encouraged to
take a path as direct as possible and to find a target store
as quickly as possible. Each trial during the retrieval phase
lasted 40 seconds in total. Subjects searched for the target
store for 30 s and then performed the baseline task for 10
s. In cases in which subjects found the target store before
expiration of the allotted time, they performed the baseline
task for the remaining period. There were three trials for
each condition in a block resulting in 12 trials in each test
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block with six test blocks in total. The order of trials in
each test block was randomized.

Behavioral Data Acquisition and Analysis
During active navigation (the retrieval session in which
we scanned brain activity), we recorded the position and facing direction of subjects every 20 ms into a log file. We analyzed the response accuracy, latency and excess path length
for each of the four conditions. The response accuracy was
the number of trials that subjects successfully found the target store within the allotted time (30 s) for each condition.
Latency was the time interval between the onset of the trial
and the onset of the baseline task following that trial (for correct trials only). The excess path length was computed by
taking the deviation of the subject’s actual path from the
straightest path to the target, based on the idea that a better
representation of the position of the target would lead to
lower excess path length [Newman et al., 2007].
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MRI Acquisition
Scanning was performed at the Imaging Research Center
at the University of California, Davis on a 3T Siemens
(Erlangen, Germany) Trio equipped with a thirty-two-channel head coil. Forty-three contiguous axial slices were
acquired using a gradient-echo echo-planar T2*-sensitive
sequence [repetition time (TR), 3000 ms; echo time (TE), 29
ms; voxel size, 2.5  2.5  2.5 mm3; matrix size, 88  88 
43]. Structural T1-weighted images for anatomical localization were acquired using a three-dimensional magnetization-prepared rapid-acquisition gradient echo pulse
sequence [TR, 1,900 ms; TE, 2.88 ms; inversion time (TI),
1,100 ms; voxel size, 1  1  1 mm3; matrix size, 256  256
 208]. Visual stimuli were projected onto a screen at the
end of the scanner with an Digital Projection Mercury
5000HD projector equipped with a three-chip DLP technology (Edmund Optics, Barrington, NJ 08007-1380) and
viewed through a custom in-bore screen (Mag Design and
Engineering, Inc. Sunnyvale, CA 94086) mounted to the
head coil. Responses were recorded using a MR-compatible
joystick (Current Design, Philadelphia, PA). The linear and
turning acceleration of the joystick were 28 virtual units/s2
and 22 deg/s2, respectively; the full linear and turning
speed were 28 virtual units/s and 100 deg/s, respectively.

fMRI Data Analysis
Image processing and statistical analysis were performed using Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM8, The
Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, Institute
of Neurology, London, UK). Functional images were corrected for differences in slice timing by resampling slices
in time to match the first slice of each volume, realigned
with respect to the first image of the scan, and high-pass
filtered to remove baseline drifts. After resampling the
functional data at 1 x 1 x 1 mm3 and normalizing to the
MNI template, the functional data were resliced to their
original 2.5  2.5  2.5 mm3 resolution and smoothed
with a 6 mm full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) isotropic Gaussian kernel. Data were first modeled for each
subject individually using a general linear model (GLM)
[Friston et al., 1995]; only correct trials were modeled. This
first-level analysis provided parameter estimates for each
condition and each subject. These parameter estimates
were then entered into a repeated-measures, whole brain,
random-effects 1  4 condition (landmark, store reference,
randomly located, and visually guided conditions)
ANOVA to determine activation patterns across the group.
We extracted the mean signal based on the intersection of
clusters revealed by the whole brain ANOVA and specific
brain areas of interest. We then conducted post hoc t-tests
comparing the percent signal change within these large
clusters between individual conditions. We also conducted
an additional ANOVA on these signals to see how relative
activations between regions might change due to our task.
Because statistical tests on signal change extracted from a
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large cluster might fail to reveal smaller clusters of significant activity within that larger cluster, we additionally
conducted voxelwise post hoc t-tests within clusters of
activation revealed by the ANOVA.

fMRI Linear BOLD Signal Analysis
We searched for linear decreases in BOLD across each
of the four conditions based on previous work suggesting
decreases in hippocampal activation over learning blocks
in particular during navigation [Wolbers and Buchel,
2005]. We did this by convolving the HRF with a decreasing linear function over trials.

fMRI Functional Connectivity Analysis
We used the beta-series correlation method [Rissman
et al., 2004] to analyze whole brain functional connectivity
relative to seed ROIs. For this analysis, a new GLM matrix
was constructed to model each trial individually for each
subject. Whole brain maps of functional connectivity were
generated for each subject by extracting beta values for
each trial from each seed ROI and correlating the mean
beta values across trials with every other voxel in the
brain [Rissman et al., 2004]. Four seed ROIs were chosen:
parahippocampus, precuneus, retrosplenial, and superior
parietal lobe. To avoid the possibility of selection bias
(‘‘double dipping’’) [Kriegeskorte et al., 2009], we selected
clusters of activation with our ROIs based on three previous studies of navigation using fMRI. No single previous
study reported clusters of activation in all four ROIs so we
selected clusters from most relevant papers that contained
activations in these areas, all of which we have mentioned
previously in the Introduction. A study by Wolbers and
Buchel [2005] found activation in retrosplenial cortex [cluster centered at (18 -68 60)] and superior parietal cortex
(cluster centered at [-14 -54 58)], a study by Hartley et al.
[2003] found activation in precuneus [cluster centered at (6
-66 33)], and a study by Epstein and Higgins [2007]
reported activation in parahippocampal cortex [cluster
with maximum activation centered in parahippocampal
cortex at (20 -36 -6)]. We then created seeds of activation
by averaging mean signal change based on a sphere of radius 20 mm centered on these coordinates and intersected
with our anatomical regions of interest.

Correction For Multiple Comparisons
For all whole brain analyses (ANOVA and post hoc
voxel-wise t-tests), we used a threshold of PFWE < 0.05,
i.e., corrected for family-wise error (FWE). We did this by
calculating the cluster size needed for a threshold of PFWE
< 0.05 using Monte Carlo simulations [Forman et al., 1995]
with alphaSim software based on an uncorrected, voxelwise P < 0.005. These simulations showed that our threshold of PFWE < 0.05 corresponded to P < 0.005 with a voxel
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TABLE I. The mean (standard deviation) response latency, accuracy, and excess path length of the behavioral data
during test phase

Response Latency (s)
Accuracy
Excess path length

Visible target
condition

Landmark
condition

Store reference
condition

Randomly located
Target Store Condition

14.22 (1.96)
0.91 (0.12)
6.78 (3.87)

18.49 (1.75)
0.68 (0.18)
8.10 (3.91)

18.89 (2.47)
0.63 (0.18)
10.07 (4.46)

16.01 (1.43)
0.78 (0.16)
15.67 (7.76)

extent (k) of 38. For behavioral analyses and post hoc comparisons on percent signal change extracted from ROIs, we
employed an uncorrected P-value of 0.05.

RESULTS
Behavioral Results
For all the behavioral indices, there were no differences
between the landmark and store-reference conditions
(response latency: [t(14) ¼ 0.74, P ¼ 0.47]; accuracy: [t(14)
¼ 1.20, P ¼ 0.25]; excess path length: [t(14) ¼ 1.08, P ¼
0.30]; see Table I; sample paths shown in Fig. 2A,B). Speed
and accuracy were highly negatively correlated across subjects (r ¼ 0.99, df ¼ 14), indicating that the higher the accuracy in finding a hidden target store, the faster the
subject found the target. This indicates there was no
speed-accuracy trade-off in our data [Fitts, 1954], justifying
analysis of our reaction time data. As might be expected
for the two control conditions, we found differences in
performance in the randomly located and visually guided
condition. Performance was significantly different in both
conditions compared with the experimental conditions,
which was likely due to the fact that both experimental
conditions required retrieving and manipulating a learned
representation while the control conditions did not necessitate these. We discuss differences in performance, excess
path, and latency in the control conditions in detail in the
Supporting Information. We accounted for the differences
in performance in terms of functional activation patterns
by including only correct trials in each condition; including subject performance as covariates separately for each
condition led to identical results. Thus, we include only
analyses using correct trials for further consideration.
To ensure that subjects transferred knowledge from the
aerial to the first-person perspective, as hypothesized, we
analyzed their performance on the first trial in which they
navigated to each target store. We divided their trajectories
for each trial into four different quadrants (the target
quadrant, two adjacent quadrants, and the opposite quadrant) to assess whether they searched the target quadrant
at a level that would be expected to exceed a chance level
of searching [Morris et al., 1982]. We averaged the time
spent and distance traveled in each quadrant over all trials
separately for each subject. We found that in the landmark
condition, subjects spent 39% of their total searching time
and traveled 42% of their total path in the same quadrant
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as the target, which was significantly higher than a chance
level of 25% (time: t(14)¼4.42, P < 0.001; path length:
t(14)¼5.43, P < 0.001). Similarly, in the store-reference condition, subjects spent 33% of their total searching time and
traveled 33% of their total path in the same quadrant as
the target, which was significantly greater than chance
(time: t(14)¼2.98, P < 0.01; path length: t(14) ¼ 2.97, P <
0.05). Because one possibility is that subjects simply
avoided the most distant quadrant rather than searching
in the target quadrant, we directly compared searching
time and total distance traveled in the target quadrant
compared with the two adjacent quadrants. We found that
subjects searched in the target quadrant at significantly
higher levels than the adjacent quadrants (landmark condition: time: t(14) ¼ 3.53, P < 0.005, path length: t(14) ¼ 4.27,
P < 0.001; store-reference condition: time: t(14) ¼ 2.19, P <
0.05, path length: t(14)¼2.30, P < 0.05). These findings support the idea that in both the landmark and store-reference
condition, subjects transferred knowledge from the aerial
view to the first-person perspective to successfully locate
target stores. We discuss possible explanations for their
relatively low accuracy levels on the first blocks of finding
the target in the discussion.
We then looked at whether performance improved over
trials during navigation and whether this changed differentially between the landmark and store-reference condition as a function of retrieval trial. Both conditions showed
a significant linear increase in accuracy over blocks [see
Supporting Information Figure 1S, F(1,14) ¼ 14.49, P <
0.005 in the store-reference condition; F(1,14) ¼ 4.48, P <
0.05 in the landmark condition], consistent with the idea
that the retrieval conditions involved some degree of new
learning as subjects repeatedly navigated to target stores
over blocks. Degrees of learning over blocks did not differ
between the two conditions [no interaction effect between
conditions and blocks, F(5,70) ¼ 0.903, P ¼ 0.484], suggesting equivalent degrees of new learning in both conditions.

fMRI Analysis: Involvement of Precuneus and
Superior Posterior Parietal Cortex in Rigid
Allocentric Representation
Our whole brain ANOVA analysis revealed a large cluster of activation centered in the precuneus and medial
temporal gyrus (Fig. 3E and Table 1S). We did not find
significant activation in the hippocampus with our
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Figure 3.
ROI analyses illustrating brain regions involved in experimental of activation identified by ANOVA (Table 1S) (PFWE < 0.05). F:
manipulations. VT, the visible target condition; L, the landmark Interaction effect between parahippocampus and retrosplenial
condition; SR, the store-reference condition; RLT, the randomly cortex in the visible target and landmark condition. [Color figlocated target store condition. A–D: Region of interest analysis ure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
for (A) parahippocampal cortex, (B) retrosplenial cortex, (C) wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
precuneus, and (D) superior posterior parietal lobe. E: Clusters
ANOVA comparison. Using these clusters, we then conducted post hoc tests on clusters identified with our
ANOVA analysis in parahippocampus, retrosplenial, precuneus, and superior posterior parietal lobe.
Mean percent signal change within all clusters within
regions of interest (Fig. 3) showed greater activity in the
landmark condition to be higher than the randomly
located store control condition [t(14) ¼ 2.86, 2.29, 2.77, and
2.85, respectively; P < 0.05]. Activation during the storereference compared with the randomly located store control was significantly higher [t(14) ¼ 2.96, P < 0.05] in precuneus and marginally significantly higher [t(14) ¼ 2.05, P
¼ 0.059] in superior posterior parietal lobe. Voxelwise post
hoc t-tests (conducted at PFWE < 0.05; see Methods) confirmed the significance of the effect in superior posterior
parietal lobe (-24, -70, 42) and additionally revealed
smaller clusters of activation in retrosplenial cortex (-11, 65, 9) during the store-reference vs. randomly located store
control condition (Fig. 4A and Table II). Activation during
the landmark compared with the store-reference condition
was significantly higher [t(14) ¼ 2.63, P < 0.05] in the parahippocampal cortex and marginally significantly higher

r

[t(14) ¼ 2.01, P ¼ 0.06] in superior posterior parietal cortex. Voxelwise post hoc t-tests again confirmed the significance of activation in superior posterior parietal cortex (30,
-60, 45) and additionally revealed smaller clusters of activation in precuneus (-23, -62, 38) during the landmark vs.
store-reference contrast (see Fig. 4B and Table II). Activation for the visible target control condition was higher
than the randomly located store control condition in parahippocampus, precuneus, retrosplenial, and superior parietal lobe [t(14) ¼3.42, 2.66, 3.26, and 3.41, P < 0.05 for all
the comparisons]. In the parahippocampal cortex activation in the visible target control condition was also higher
than the store-reference condition [t(14) ¼ 2.92, P < 0.05];
this was not the case in any other brain regions.
Although the absolute magnitude of activations may be
problematic to compare between different brain regions
because areas may differ in terms of raw signal strength
(e.g., a main effect of ROI), the presence of an interaction
effect indicates a relative difference in terms of activations
produced by different conditions [Ekstrom and Bookheimer, 2007; Epstein and Higgins, 2007; Epstein et al.,
2007]. We found a significant interaction effect in the
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Figure 4.
Post hoc voxel-wise t-tests between conditions of interest. A: Store-reference vs. control contrast showing significant activation in retrosplenial cortex (PFWE < 0.05). B: Landmark vs. storereference contrast showing precuneus and superior posterior parietal activation (PFWE < 0.05).
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
visible target control and landmark condition between parahippocampal and retrosplenial cortex (Fig. 3F, F(1,14) ¼
5.177, MSE ¼ 0.004, P < 0.05]); this interaction effect was
also present between parahippocampal cortex and precuneus (F(1,14)¼18.8, P < 0.001) and parahippocampal cortex
and superior posterior parietal cortex (F(1,14)¼42.8, P <
0.001). This indicated that retrosplenial, precuneus, and
posterior parietal cortex activated to a higher degree in the
landmark condition than the visible target control condition, while the parahippocampal cortex activated to a
higher degree in the visible target control condition than
the landmark condition. We conclude from this that the
two conditions resulted in a different pattern of relative
activation in the parahippocampal cortex compared with
the other three regions, with parahippocampal cortex
showing a greater relative involvement in the visible target
control condition compared with the landmark condition.
To summarize the principle results from these analyses,
we found (1) greater activation in retrosplenial cortex, posterior superior parietal cortex, and precuneus in the two allocentric conditions compared with the randomly located
control condition, implicating these regions specifically in
allocentric retrieval (2) greater activation in superior posterior
parietal cortex and precuneus for the rigid form of allocentric

r

retrieval compared with the flexible form, implicating these
regions specifically in rigid forms of allocentric retrieval (3)
greater activation in parahippocampal cortex for the rigid
form of retrieval compared with the randomly located store
control condition and the flexible condition, coupled with
greater relative activation in parahippocampal cortex during
the visible target control condition compared with the landmark condition, implicating parahippocampal cortex more
specifically in rigid scene processing compared with the
other three areas we investigated.

Linear-Effects Analysis Showing Involvement of
the Hippocampus in Flexible-Allocentric
Retrieval
As described in the methods, we modeled a linear
change in activation over blocks to assess whether there
was a systematic decrease in brain activation that paralleled retrieval in the different conditions [Wolbers and
Buchel, 2005]. Activations are described in Table 2S. As
shown in Figure 5A,B, we found a negative linear correlation with learning blocks in the hippocampus and parahippocampal cortex across trials in the store-reference
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TABLE II. Spatial coordinates of brain regions of
post hoc t-test between conditions of interested (PFWE < 0.05)
Coordinate (x, y, z; in mm)
Region

LH

RH

Paired t-test between the landmark and the store-reference condition
Inferior Frontal Gyrus
38, 3, 30
Superior Parietal Lobule
30, 60, 48
Inferior Parietal Lobule
33, 54, 45
Middle Occipital Gyrus
37, 77, 2
30, 80, 20
36, 87, 5
Inferior Occipital Gyrus
33, 77, 8
Parahippocampal Gyrus
28, 44, 8
Fusiform Gyrus
38, 70, 15
37, 44, 18
42, 64, 12
Angular Gyrus
30, 64, 32
Paired t-test between the landmark and the randomly located target condition
Inferior Frontal Gyrus
40, 3, 30
38 10 28
40, 8, 30
54, 36, 15
Middle Frontal Gyrus
42, 28, 18
Medial Frontal Gyrus
8, 16, 52
Superior Parietal Lobule
28, 64, 40
32, 60, 48
Precentral Gyrus
40, 10, 42
Precuneus
33, 54, 45
Posterior Cingulate
14, 57, 22
Angular Gyrus
32, 64, 32
Paired t-test between the store-reference and the randomly located target condition
Precentral Gyrus
43, 3, 35
Precuneus
6, 74, 50
7, 62, 45
40, 70, 35
22, 57, 22
Superior parietal Lobe
37, 57, 52
Middle Temporal Gyrus
40, 70, 25
Angular Gyrus
36, 77, 32

Voxel level
(z-score)

3.66
2.92
3.99
4.21
3.71
3.66
3.67
4.15
4.49
3.84
3.78
3.17
5.23
4.76
3.56
3.00
3.56
3.81
5.76
4.72
3.57
5.65
4.44
5.00
3.28
4.38
3.97
3.33
3.48
3.67
3.38
4.40

RH, right hemisphere; LH, left hemisphere.

condition but not in the other three conditions. To explore
the extent to which these changes over blocks correlated
with behavioral performance, we extracted the percent signal change in these two clusters and calculated the correlation with response accuracy in each corresponding block
in the store-reference condition. As shown in the Figure
5C, in the store-reference condition, hippocampal activation and accuracy were significantly correlated (r ¼
0.937, P < 0.01), an effect we also observed in the parahippocampus (r ¼ 0.875, P < 0.05). To ensure that this
effect did not generalize to the landmark condition, we
applied the same cluster mask to the pattern of activations
in the landmark condition; we did not find a significant
correlation with accuracy in either the hippocampus (r ¼
0.299, P ¼ 0.565) or parahippocampal cortex (r ¼ 0.562, P
¼ 0.246). These data thus support the idea that the hippo-
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campus and parahippocampal cortex are involved early in
learning in the store-reference condition. We note that
because we did not find differences in learning rate
between the landmark and store reference conditions, this
argues that the linear decrease we observed in the store
reference but not landmark condition was not due to differences in performance but likely related to differential
involvement of these two brain regions over trials.

Functional Connectivity Analyses Showing
Significant Connectivity Between Hippocampus
and Extrahippocampal Cortical Areas During the
Store-Reference Condition
We additionally performed a beta-series correlation
analysis to assess functional connectivity between regions
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Figure 5.
Decreasing linear activation in hippocampus during store-refer- between accuracy and activation in the hippocampus and paraence condition. A: Brain areas that had a negative linear correla- hippocampal cortex over testing blocks. We observed a signifition with trials in the store-reference condition. The cant negative correlation between accuracy and activation in
hippocampus (17.7 15,9 18) and parahippocampus (10.1 both hippocampus and parahippocampal cortex. [Color figure
46.8 6.66) showed significant clusters of activation in the can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
whole brain analysis (PFWE < 0.05). B: The model used to per- wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
form the negative linear correlation analysis. C: Correlation
in the landmark and store-reference conditions [Rissman
et al., 2004]. Because hippocampal activation was present
only transiently over blocks, we used the extrahippocampal regions (parahippocampus, retrosplenial, precuneus,
and superior posterior parietal cortical clusters; see Methods for details) as seeds in our connectivity analysis. The
retrosplenial cortex had significantly higher connectivity
with the inferior parietal lobe and the superior temporal
gyrus in the landmark compared with the store-reference
condition (Table III). We also found significant connectivity between superior posterior parietal cortex and medial
frontal gyrus and the precentral gyrus during the landmark > store-reference contrast. See Table III for a sum-
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mary of functional connectivity during the landmark >
store-reference contrast. No other seed regions showed significant functional interactions in the landmark > store-reference contrast. These findings argue for the involvement
of functional interactions between the retrosplenial cortex
and superior posterior parietal cortex with other cortical
areas in rigid-forms of spatial representation.
We then looked for brain areas that showed higher functional connectivity during the store-reference vs. landmark
condition. Both precuneus and superior posterior parietal
cortex had significantly higher connectivity with the posterior hippocampus in this contrast (Fig. 6A,B). We did not
find any significant connectivity between parahippocampal
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TABLE III. Spatial coordinates of brain regions showing
higher functional connectivity for landmark vs.
store-reference condition with seed region indicated
(PFWE < 0.05)
Coordinate
(x, y, z; in mm)
Region

LH

RH

Seed ¼ retrosplenial cortex
Superior temporal gyrus
37, 40, 5
Inferior parietal lobule
14, 8, 22
Sublobar
44, 37, 28
Seed ¼ superior posterior parietal cortex
Medial Frontal Gyrus
20, 14, 52
Paracentral Lobule
14, 27, 52
Precentral Gyrus
27, 20, 45
37, 20, 58
32, 32, 52

Voxel level
(z-score)

4.07
3.40
3.44
3.70
3.42
3.13
3.24
3.13

RH, right hemisphere; LH, left hemisphere

cortex and hippocampus nor retrosplenial cortex and hippocampus (Table IV). Retrosplenial cortex, however,
showed significant functional connectivity with prefrontal
cortex during the store-reference > landmark contrast. We
summarize areas showing significantly greater connectivity
in the store-reference vs. landmark contrast in Table IV.
Our findings indicate that precuneus and superior posterior parietal cortex interacted functionally with the posterior hippocampus during retrieval in the store-reference
condition. Our functional connectivity results thus support
the involvement of the hippocampus in the flexible storereference condition via interactions with cortical areas
involved in more rigid forms of scene representation.

r

resentations prior to navigation, our contrasts allowed us to
directly compare utilization of a spatial representation allocentrically in a more rigid compared with more flexible
fashion. Our behavioral results indicated that subjects performed above chance on the first trial of retrieval for finding a specific store in both the landmark and storereference conditions, both when we compared the time
spent in a quadrant and the distance traveled within a
quadrant. We note, though, that the time spent and distance traveled within the target quadrant on the first trial of
searching for the target store, particularly in the store-reference condition, was numerically low (Landmark: 39%;
Store-reference: 33%). Transferring knowledge from the
aerial perspective to a first-person view-point involved
inferring information from one perspective to a different
one and could be expected to be challenging [Hartley et al.,
2007] and previous studies have noted that allocentric representations may be less precise and less readily employed
than egocentric representations [Wang and Spelke, 2000;
Waller and Hodgson, 2006]. Thus, because our paradigm
involved subjects inferring information from one perspective to another while simultaneously employing an allocentric representation, subject performance, at least initially,
could be expected to be numerically low.
In addition to transferring from one perspective to
another, the store-reference condition involved an additional inference in that subjects had to extrapolate the location of one store relative to another by inferring this
information across different encoding trials. Despite this
important and critical difference between these conditions,
the store-reference and landmark conditions did not differ
on any of our behavioral measures (accuracy, latency, and
excess path). Furthermore, improvements in performance
over trials during first-person navigation did not differ
between the two conditions. Thus, although a challenging

DISCUSSION
The goals of this paper were to (1) to investigate the
effects of prior learning from an aerial perspective on the
neural systems underlying active navigation; (2) to compare
flexible and rigid implementations of allocentric representations acquired from an aerial view during first-person navigation. Our two primary contrasts of interest involved
subjects finding a target store in which they utilized a landmark to navigate to a hidden store (the ‘‘rigid’’ landmark
condition) or utilized a store in a flexible fashion to find the
hidden target (the ‘‘flexible’’ store-reference condition).
Both conditions necessitated computing the position of the
hidden target based on its relative direction and position to
the landmark or another store, therefore involving an allocentric computation [Klatzky, 1998; O’Keefe and Nadel,
1978; Tolman, 1948]. Furthermore, because subjects had to
transfer knowledge from the aerial to first-person perspective, they could not rely on previously learned viewpoint
(egocentric) knowledge and instead required an allocentric
strategy to find target stores. Thus, what is particularly
novel in our approach is that because subjects learned rep-

r

Figure 6.
Functional connectivity analyses. Connectivity between hippocampus and extrahippocampal brain areas during the store-reference condition (Tables III and IV). A: Significantly greater
connectivity in hippocampus with precuneus for store-reference
> landmark (PFWE < 0.05). B: Significantly greater connectivity
in hippocampus with superior posterior parietal cortex for
store-reference > landmark (PFWE < 0.05). [Color figure can be
viewed in the online issue, which is available at
wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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TABLE IV. Spatial coordinates of brain regions showing higher functional
connectivity for store-reference vs. landmark condition with seed region indicated
(PFWE < 0.05)
Coordinate (x, y, z; in mm)
Region

LH

Voxel level
(z-score)

RH

Seed ¼ parahippocampal cortex
Medial frontal gyrus

14, 33, 48
6, 26, 42

Middle frontal gyrus
Superior frontal gyrus
Seed ¼ precuneus
Insula
Superior temporal gyrus
Middle temporal gyrus

2, 48, 42
22, 30, 45
14, 50, 40
36,
43,
40,
58,
50,

40,
24,
54,
57,
27,

20
2
8
10
10

Superior frontal gyrus

22,
2,
40,
37,

Middle frontal gyrus

26,
50,
20,
28,

52
35
50
48

28, 20, 38
Medial frontal gyrus
Parahippocampal gyrus
Hippocampus
Seed ¼ retrosplenial cortex
Superior frontal gyrus
Middle frontal gyrus

10, 40, 42
23, 37, 5
23, 42, 5
23, 34, 5

20,
30,
36,
Medial frontal gyrus
6,
Cingulate gyrus
20,
Precentral gyrus
40,
Seed¼ superior posterior parietal cortex
Insula
36,
38,
Hippocampus
23,

12, 48, 38

3.74
3.24
3.72
3.28
2.95
4.14
3.73
3.18
3.18
3.46
3.94
3.49
3.82
3.37
3.54
3.50
3.21
2.75
3.14

40
40
40
42
38
40

3.78
3.98
3.44
3.32
4.85
3.42
3.33

44, 20
24, 28
42, 2

3.73
3.71
3.04

33,
20,
28,
26,
10,
13,

RH, right hemisphere; LH, left hemisphere.

task, our data indicate that subjects did indeed utilize information from the aerial perspective to find their way
during active navigation, and, despite the differences in
transferring knowledge during the rigid and flexible conditions, these two conditions did not differ overall in performance. Our approach and behavioral findings thus
positioned us to explore the neural correlates of rigid vs.
flexible allocentric retrieval.

Roles of Superior Posterior Parietal,
Retrosplenial Cortex, and Precuneus During
Allocentric Representation
We first identified broad areas of activation related to
our task using a whole brain ANOVA by comparing activation patterns across our four conditions of interest: the

r

rigid and flexible allocentric retrieval conditions, navigating to a randomly located target store (randomly located
store control condition), and finding a the target store
when it appeared at the beginning of the trial (visible target control condition). We then performed post hoc tests
to identify specific differences within conditions based on
these activation clusters. Retrosplenial cortex, superior parietal lobe, and precuneus activated in both the landmark
vs. control and store-reference vs. control contrasts, indicating their general importance to allocentric retrieval.
These findings are broadly consistent with previous studies demonstrating the involvement of retrosplenial cortex,
precuneus, and superior posterior parietal cortex in allocentric representation [Committeri et al., 2004; Galati et al.,
2010; Jordan et al., 2004; Rosenbaum et al., 2004; Shelton
and Gabrieli, 2002; Shelton and Pippitt, 2007; Wolbers and
Buchel, 2005). These findings are further consistent with
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the proposal of Galati et al. [2010] that the precuneus and
retrosplenial cortex form a network of brain regions subserving retrieval of object locations within the context of a
stable reference frame. Previous studies though have also
implicated parts of posterior parietal cortex in egocentric
representation [Galati et al., 2000, 2010; Neggers et al.,
2006]. In our study, we looked specifically at an area of
posterior parietal cortex, superior posterior parietal cortex,
implicated in previous studies in contrasts of aerial view
vs. first-person encoding of spatial layouts and hypothesized to play a role in translation from multiple view
points into a holistic object representation supporting an
allocentric representation [Shelton and Gabrieli, 2002; Shelton and Pippitt, 2007]. Thus, it is possible that the activations we reported in superior posterior parietal cortex
could potentially differ from those classically associated
with egocentric representation in posterior parietal cortex.

Roles of Precuneus, Superior Parietal, and
Retrosplenial Cortex in Rigid Forms of Spatial
Representation
Because the landmark condition involved utilizing a
spatial representation based on similar conditions to which
it had been encoded while the store-reference condition
additionally involved reference to another store by inferring across encoding trials, the two conditions allowed us
to directly contrast a more rigid form of spatial representation with a more flexible version. We observed that activation was higher in the rigid landmark condition compared
with the flexible store-reference condition in two key
regions: precuneus and superior posterior parietal cortex.
We also observed significantly higher connectivity
between superior posterior parietal cortex/retrosplenial
cortex with parts of temporal and parietal cortex during
rigid compared with flexible allocentric retrieval (Table
III). These data thus extend the model of Galati et al.
[2010] to suggest the specific involvement of precuneus,
superior posterior parietal cortex, and retrosplenial cortex
in more rigid forms compared with more flexible forms of
allocentric spatial representation.

Parahippocampal Cortex in Rigid Scene
Representation
We also observed a significant interaction between the
landmark and visible target conditions and their respective
activation levels in parahippocampal cortex compared
with the other three regions we investigated, with parahippocampal cortex showing relatively more activation in the
visible-target control compared with the landmark condition. The visible-target condition differed from the other
control condition in that it involved navigating directly to
a visible store. A subject could potentially use the visibletarget condition to update the existing representation of
the target locations and thus we cannot rule out that this
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condition involved some retrieval of a previously learned
representation. Broadly speaking, though, the visible-target
condition provided an index into the neural systems
involved in visually guided navigation without the need
for direct use of an internal representation [Hartley et al.,
2003; Iaria et al., 2003]. Thus, the presence of greater relative activation in the parahippocampal cortex in the visibly
guided condition, compared with the three other regions,
indicates greater involvement for parahippocampal cortex
in visually guided scene-based navigation. The parahippocampal cortex also showed greater activation in the landmark vs. control contrast but not the store-reference vs.
control contrast, suggesting its specificity to more rigid
forms of scene representation. These findings are broadly
consistent with data showing greater parahippocampal
activation during viewing of visual scenes from specific
view-points [Epstein et al., 2003] and together suggest the
possibility of less direct parahippocampal involvement
during retrieval of recently learned spatial representations
and a more direct involvement in active scene processing
[Aguirre et al., 1996; Epstein and Kanwisher, 1998; Epstein
et al., 2007; Janzen and van Turennout, 2004].

Role of Hippocampus, and Interactions Between
Hippocampus and Cortical Areas, in Flexible
Allocentric Retrieval of Recently Learned Spatial
Layouts
We found greater functional connectivity between precuneus and posterior hippocampus and between superior
posterior parietal cortex and posterior hippocampus during
the store-reference compared with the landmark condition.
These findings indicate the potential importance of the hippocampus in the store-reference condition and thus a role
in extracting new spatial relations based on previously
learned metric information residing in extrahippocampal
regions. We also found hippocampal activation in the storereference condition but not landmark condition, which
decreased linearly over blocks. This demonstrates that the
hippocampus was engaged early in trials during the storereference condition but that it was less involved in later
learning blocks, consistent with previous findings on both
navigation [Wolbers and Buchel, 2005] and paired-associate
learning [Poldrack et al., 2001; Zeineh et al., 2003]. One possible explanation for the presence of significant functional
connectivity in the store-reference vs. landmark condition
over blocks in the absence of continuing activation during
later blocks could be due to the presence of coupled rather
than significantly increased activity later in learning [Rissman et al., 2004]. Finally, we noted that the degree of hippocampal activation early in learning trials correlated
positively with overall performance on the store-reference
task. These findings all suggest the importance of hippocampal involvement in the store-reference condition.
In both the landmark and the store-reference condition,
subjects needed to retrieve the encoded knowledge of the
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position of each store relative to the landmark. However,
compared with the landmark condition, the store-reference
condition involved inferring the spatial relationship of the
target and based on the reference store despite the fact
that they had never seen these two stores on the same
trial. From this perspective, both the rigid and flexible conditions involved similar processes supporting the retrieval
of relationships between stores and the static landmark
except that the flexible condition involved an additional
relational inference task across encoding trials [Konkel and
Cohen, 2009]. Our findings showed brain areas involved
in rigid representation retrieval (precuneus and superior
parietal lobe) were highly connected to hippocampus in
the flexible retrieval condition. Our findings regarding hippocampal involvement in the flexible but not rigid retrieval condition are thus consistent with rodent and
human studies showing a critical role for the hippocampus
in flexible and relational coding of information [Eichenbaum et al., 1992; Eichenbaum and Cohen, 2001; Konkel
et al., 2008; Konkel and Cohen, 2009]. Our findings, however, potentially extend the results from these studies by
emphasizing the importance of functional interactions
between hippocampus and extrahippocampal regions during flexible retrieval of spatial information, suggesting not
just the importance of the hippocampus to this process but
rather its active interactions with extrahippocampal
regions involved in representing spatial layouts.
Comparable with our results, Hartley et al. and Iaria
et al. also found greater hippocampal activation when subjects used existing allocentric representations in a novel
fashion, although these studies did not systematically compare rigid and flexible forms of representations as we did
in our study, instead relying on inferences based on navigation strategies post hoc. One possible implication of our
results, in light of those by Hartley et al and Iaria et al, is
that hippocampal involvement is not specific to allocentric
retrieval but rather specific to utilizing that representation
in a flexible manner [Cohen and Eichenbaum, 1991; Konkel and Cohen, 2009]. This interpretation provides possible
additional insight into why hippocampal lesions often
affect some forms of allocentric memory [Goodrich-Hunsaker et al., 2010; Goodrich-Hunsaker and Hopkins, 2010;
Hartley et al., 2007; Parslow et al., 2005] but not others
[Bohbot and Corkin, 2007; Bohbot et al., 1998; Ploner et al.,
1999, 2000]. Namely, conditions requiring utilization of
previously learned spatial information flexibly invoke the
hippocampus [Eichenbaum et al., 1992] while utilizing an
allocentric representation on its own, particularly when
consistent with how it was originally encoded, may not
involve or require the hippocampus directly.
Wolbers and Buchel [2005] also showed hippocampal
involvement as subjects learned the distance between landmarks in a virtual environment. Hippocampal activation
in their study correlated most strongly with periods of
high-learning, which were most pronounced during early
testing blocks; retrosplenial activation, in contrast, correlated with performance on the landmark-distance task
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over all learning trials. Our findings are consistent with
the idea that hippocampal activation is strongest when a
spatial representation might be expected to be employed
most flexibly, and similar to Wolbers and Buchel, the first
block of retrieval was also the period when learning was
the most pronounced in our task (see Supporting Information Figure 1S). Our results, though, extend the findings of
Wolbers and Buchel to include (1) utilization of previously
learned representation during active navigation (as
opposed to the Wolbers and Buchel study, where the test
phase involved a paired-associate comparison of landmarks) (2) utilization of a representation specific to the
flexible-store condition rather than generally to learning
the distance of landmarks in a layout (3) continued interaction of hippocampus and extrahippocampal areas during retrieval requiring a flexible representation, as
indicated by our functional connectivity analysis (which
Wolbers and Buchel did not perform).
In contrast to our results and those of Wolbers and
Buchel [2005], Rosenbaum et al. found little hippocampal
and primarily retrosplenial and parahippocampal activation in navigators highly familiar with a spatial environment they had navigated for several years. Because this
study looked at a highly familiar environment, which likely
would benefit little from relearning and on-line manipulation, it is possible they did not see hippocampal activation
because little flexible usage of the spatial representation
was required. Another possibility is that spatial layout representations were consolidated to cortical areas in the flexible condition, thus obviating the need for hippocampal
involvement [McClelland et al., 1995; Rosenbaum et al.,
2004; Tse et al., 2007]. This would also explain why, in our
study, the hippocampus was not involved in the landmark
condition, as perhaps, by the time of retrieval, it was sufficiently consolidated to no longer require hippocampal
involvement. Unfortunately, we can only speculate on
issues related to consolidation as our paradigm was not setup to address this idea directly. Future studies will need to
address the importance of consolidation in the context of
human allocentric representation.

Encoding vs. Retrieval During Navigation
In the current study, subjects were shown the spatial
relation of each store relative to the landmark during
encoding and had no direct view of the relationship
between any two stores on the invisible circle (Fig. 1c). After the encoding session, subjects were immediately put
into the scanner for the retrieval task. Thus, they had no
chance to learn the relationship of any two stores on the
invisible circle before the task. During the navigation task
in the store-reference condition, subjects thus had to calculate the spatial relations of stores on the invisible circle.
During this retrieval procedure, subjects possibly encoded
new information of the relation between stores on the invisible circle, especially during earlier trials in the store-
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reference condition (see also the discussion about the role
of hippocampus above). Early reports suggested that there
might be differences in hippocampal activation during
encoding and retrieval (Lepage et al., 1998); however,
more recent reports demonstrate hippocampal activation
during both encoding (Cansino et al., 2002; Davachi et al.,
2003; Uncapher et al., 2006; Diana et al., 2009; Staresina
and Davachi, 2009) and retrieval (Hayes et al., 2004; Daselaar et al., 2006; Ekstrom and Bookheimer, 2007; Mugikura
et al., 2010) of item and general contextual information.
These data, in addition to others, suggest that encoding
and retrieval likely tap into largely intersecting brain
regions, including areas such as the hippocampus (see:
Rugg et al., 2008 for a review). Baumann et al. 2010 also
found hippocampal activation in a navigation task involving encoding of landmark locations and subsequently finding hidden versions of these landmarks during retrieval
[Baumann et al., 2010].
It should be noted though that during active navigation,
the line between encoding and retrieval is necessarily less
defined than verbal memory paradigms because active
navigation involves a continual updating of representations based on available sensory input and the current
navigational goal. While some paradigms explicitly
attempted to separate encoding and retrieval during navigation [Baumann et al., 2010; Shelton and Pippitt, 2007],
landmarks may serve as a potential cues to recollect and
update spatial representations [Sturz et al., 2009], even
during retrieval. Thus, while it may be possible to separate
encoding and retrieval components for navigation, as has
been done in previous verbal memory paradigms, it is not
clear that this distinction holds as strongly during navigation as it might for verbal memory paradigms. Furthermore, previous findings from verbal memory paradigms
and navigation studies suggest the involvement of several
key brain regions, such as the hippocampus, during both
encoding and retrieval, as part of forming and utilizing a
spatial representation. Importantly, because our behavioral
results indicated that subjects transferred knowledge from
the aerial to active navigation condition, while learning
occurred during both encoding and retrieval in our paradigm, there can be little doubt that subjects did in fact utilize information during retrieval they had acquired during
encoding, albeit with some modification. These findings
thus argue for the validity of our brain activation patterns
regarding rigid vs. flexible forms of spatial representation.

CONCLUSION
Our results provide an important extension to previous
work on human allocentric representation. Our findings
demonstrate increased activation during allocentric retrieval in retrosplenial, superior posterior parietal cortex,
and precuneus, particularly during retrieval that relies primarily on utilizing an existing representation with little
modifications. We also found greater activation in precu-
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neus and superior posterior parietal cortex, and greater
functional connectivity between superior posterior parietal/retrosplenial cortex and other cortical areas (e.g., superior temporal and medial frontal gyrus) during rigid
compared with flexible allocentric representation. Our
results also confirmed the importance of parahippocampal
cortex to more rigid forms of scene representation. In contrast, we found greater connectivity between precuneus/
superior posterior parietal and the hippocampus during
flexible utilization of an existing representation, suggesting
the hippocampus as a possible mediator of accessing previously stored rigid scene information to permit its flexible
engagement. We also found a linear decrease in hippocampal involvement in the flexible allocentric condition over
trials, suggesting its initial more direct involvement in this
process early in trials. Finally, the degree of hippocampal
activation on early trials correlated significantly with performance during flexible retrieval. Our results are consistent with previous models of human spatial navigation
suggesting the importance of superior posterior parietal
cortex and precuneus in allocentric spatial representation
and extend these findings to suggest their specific involvement in more rigid forms of representations. Our results
also highlight the role of the hippocampus in flexible forms
of retrieval, extending these findings to human spatial navigation following learning from an aerial perspective.
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